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Documentation for a protocol amendment

Case study

Background

At the outset of a clinical trial, it is never the intention of a study team to 
require a protocol amendment during its conduct. However, it is equally true 
that when studies involve large numbers of patients or long durations, 
evolving circumstances are likely to necessitate protocol amendments to 
ensure continued viability and relevance to clinical practice, or to safeguard 
patients’ best interests. 

Challenge

Once a clinical study has commenced, the Clinical Operations team 
responsible for its conduct is fully committed to the day-to-day management 
of study sites, logistics, data, samples, and the many different suppliers 
involved in successful conduct. Taking resource away from these activities 
to make changes to the study protocol may prejudice the otherwise smooth 
running of the trial or detract from efforts in other areas. This presents a 
challenge to the study teams as once the decision to amend a protocol has 
been made, there is a clear imperative to implement this as efficiently as 
possible.

Solution

The task of revising study documentation to convey a protocol amendment 
is well characterized, extending beyond the protocol itself to, for example, 
revision logs, supporting rationales for presentation to Ethics Committees, 
and informed consent forms. Prism Ideas’ Clinical Scientists provide an ideal 
solution by offering dedicated independent writing resource to ensure that all 
the changes necessary are made to each of the study documents; 
maintaining not only their internal consistency but also the consistency 
between documents. 

Once the study team has characterized the amendment itself, for example 
removing an exclusion criterion, Prism Ideas’ Clinical Scientist will take a 
brief from one or more of the study team members to understand the 
background for the decision and confirm timelines for delivery. From this 
point, the study team can return to their other responsibilities. Meanwhile, 
the Prism team will identify all the protocol sections that are impacted by the 
desired amendment and develop an updated draft, including a 
comprehensive set of changes to the text, a decision log to support these 
changes, and any associated rationales. These will be provided to the study 
team for review and approval. Changes to the informed consent forms and 
other documents may be made in parallel or sequentially, depending on the 
study team’s preference. 
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Working in this manner allows the study team to remain in control of the 
process of amending the study protocol but releases them from the burden 
of mapping text that needs to be revised, comment reconciliation, and 
management of internal consistency. 

This robust, systematic technique has benefited many study teams who 
have been involved in the conduct of studies at all stages of clinical 
development. 

Conclusions

Prism Ideas understands the conflicting demands upon study teams and 
focuses its efforts on services that will relieve these pressures and help our 
clients to deliver in areas that cannot be outsourced with ease. Partnering 
with the Prism team provides a reliable and efficient approach to maintain 
timelines and quality when plans change and additional work is required. 
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